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Bozeman, in the eyes of many, is the cultural and 

business center for a five-county region in the 

Southwest corner of Yellowstone Country, 

Montana. It has served as a transportation hub 

for Southwest Montana for two centuries. 

Lewis and Clark were some of the first Euro-

Americans to explore this region of the Rockies 

in search of the Northwest Passage. John 

Bozeman, the town's namesake, followed as a 

wagonmaster and trail guide who viewed the 

Gallatin Valley as an opportunity to supply the 

gold fields of the West. 

The closing of the Bozeman Trail by the Red 

Cloud Treaty and the ensuing Indian Wars 

threatened the town physically and economically. 

This led to the late development of Montana and 

an overdue incorporation of Bozeman which was 

remedied by the connection of the town to both 

coasts with the aid of the railroads. 

The railroads began promoting Yellowstone Park, 

the earth's first National Park, as a recreational 

haven for the world. This started an economic 

resurgence to the town, which stretched Main 

Street East and West with brick and mortar and 

erected residences North and South of the 

thoroughfare in a variety of materials, complete 

with all the popular and worldly architectural 

styles. 



According to the book, "Bozeman's Historic Resources," prepared by James R. McDonaldArchitects 
P.C., Bozeman went through five architectural and urban development stages. They are the 
following: 

1. Townsite Phase 1864-72 
2. Village Phase 1873-83 
3. Civic Phase 1884-1912 
4. Progressive Phase 1913-29 
5. Nationalization Phase 1930-50 

Since the concept of this project is based on the downtown area and not to run the entire length of 
this book, I have concentrated my building investigation to this area. 

The Townsite Phase had few architectural structures. Building of this era was concerned mostly with 
simple materials and construction. 

Bozeman, 1875. Stafford and Rice Log Building 



The Village Phase established Bozeman's emergence as an urban area. With an economic base 
established through the railraods, more permanent structures, both public and private, began to 
appear. 
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Courthouse. 1873-83. 

Bozeman Hotel 



The Civic Phase was the time of social and economic diversity, expanded city sen/ices and public 
utilities, infant industries connected with farming, ranching and natural resource and the rise of a 
college community. Bozeman's built environment was derived through eclecticism of different 
periods, individualism and pattern books. 

The Progressive Phase was an era of efficiency and modernization of government, business and 
agriculture. This created an arts and crafts style of form which was different from traditional and 
established construction. It also preferred remodeling/retrofitting of older structures over newer 
buildings. 
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Story Motor Supply No.2. 
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Baxter Hotel. 



The Nationalization Phase was a time associated with the Great Depression, the New Deal and 
World War II. Architecture was in the form of art deco and modern styles which are forms based on 
an industrialized society, culture and design. 

Gallatin County Courthouse 



Purpose: To offset the growing emphasis on monetary values placed 
on American sports today. 

To retain the sentimental values that have made sports such an 
important part of American life. 

To expose young people to the history of sports and outstanding 
performances of the past. To teach them the connection of values in 
competitive sports and life itself. 

To perpetuate those ideals of events and performances still in the 
future. 

Originiation of Idea: Through my development of the Cope Collec
tion of career records and great events of baseball greats and the 
establishment of Cope's Sports Collectibles the need [for a sports 
museum] became apparent. 

Montana, along with the surrounding states, has a rich sports heritage 
unkown by most residents...not to mention tourists. Mining company 
teams and barnstorming tours of the early days gave Montana a 
strong presence of baseball over the past 100 years. 

Many major league players have come out of the mining teams and 
Montana's professional leagues during this century. The names are 
too numerous to list here. 

The more this idea is discussed with the media and fans, the more 
significant people and events are discussed in a//sports which would 
add to a well-rounded sports historical facility. 

Location: Bozeman is proposed for the ideal location because of my 
base here and the connections I've developed in baseball over the 
past decade. Montana State University with its historical and athletic 
base will be a definite asset. Gallatin Valley's proximity to Yellowstone 
National Park's millions of annual visitors would give our facility 
exposure to the nation. Interstate 90 is a major carrier of traffic across 
the state year round, and would make the facility easily accessible. 
The success of the local Museum of the Rockies, Gallatin County-
Pioneer Museum and the American Computer Museum, should also 
have a very positive effect on a quality sports museum. 

Everett L. Cope 
November 5, 1992 
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Concept 
The intention of this project is to get a better 
understanding of the conditions affecting the 
downtown area of Bozeman and how architec
ture can react to these circumstances in this 
investigation. 

A description of space will meet a particular 
function. The enclosure of each area within the 
form/forms will be defined. The elements within 
each volume will be detailed according to the 
needs of that space. 

The site design guidelines will accommodate the 
design guidelines and the surrounding param
eters. 

The Challenge 
To design a place in a formal motif through use 
of materials, scale and character which is sym
pathetic to the downtown site, rich in historic 
surroundings and unique setting. 

To conceive a form which reflects the region, 
community, climate, natural environment and 
utilize modern energy saving methods. 

To purpose a project which addresses small 
pockets of public and private open spaces and 
conforms to the current Bozeman design and 
planning guidelines. 

Program 
Objective of the Museum 
1. Preserve the sports heritage of our state, 
region and nation. 
2. Emphasize the spirit and accomplishment of 
past and present amateur and professional ath
letes and events. 
3. Collect, restore and preserve items of historic 
significance in: 

Baseball Rodeo Boxing 
Football Skiing Basketball 
Skating 

4. Display to visitors the events and deeds of 
those who have shown unusual talent and cour
age in sports competition of all levels. 
5. A response to typical architectural concepts 
such as human activity needs, climatic consider
ations, structural integrity, cultural influences, 
site planning, coherence of architectural vo
cabulary and integration of functional aspects. 
6. To remove obsolete structures, incompatible 
land uses, inadequately and ineffectively used 
land by creating a facility that adds/complements 
the success of the downtown/business commu
nity. 
7. To develop a public building at this location 
which may serve as a gateway image, enhance 
the sense of arrival and contribute to the town's 
overall identity. 
8. To use steel and masonry in an elegant and 
expressive form. 

The final product of this thesis project will be the 
overall design layout of a structure that responds 
to human activity, needs, modern computerized 
graphics and displays and expansion into the 
21st century. 



ramming 
Space Programming Net Max. 
I. General Public Areas Sq. Ft. 
A. Main Entry 
Tickets & Souvenirs 750 
Toilets 750 

B. Exhibition Space/Gallery 
Permanent Exhibit 3,500 
Temporary Exhibit 1,500 
Exhibit Prep/Storage 
(Including Loading Dock) 400 

C. Concessions 
Seating @ 15 Sq. FtVperson 5,000 
Food Stand 200 
Kitchen 600 
Bar 400 

II. Auditorium and Related Facilities 
Lecture Hall @ 200 4,000 
Seminar Rooms @2 1,200 

III Archives/Library 
Reading Rooms 2,000 
Stacks .750 
Catalog/Workroom 700 
Storage 
Library Administration 300 
Service 200 

IV. Office Space 
A. Administration 
Director 300 
Secretarial @3 500 

B. Research and Programming 
Education/Research and Development 250 
Curator 250 
Publication 1,200 
•Staff @3 450 
• Graphics Studio 250 
• Darkroom 250 
• Copy Room 200 

Net Min. 
Sq. Ft. 

450 
650 

3,000 
1,200 

250 

3,000 
100 
500 
300 

3,500 
600 

.....1,700 
450 
600 

200 
150 

200 
425 

150 
150 
700 
300 
150 
150 
100 



ramming 
Space Programming, Continued 

Net Max. Net Min. 
Sq. Ft. Sq. Ft. 

C. General 
Files & Storage 500 300 
Lounge/Conference 850 750 
Staff Toilets 300 250 
Mechanical and Electrical Room @18% Net Sq. Ft 3,852 2,983 

V. Net Total Sq Ft 25,252 19,558 

VI. Gross Total Sq. Ft. 
@7% for Circulation 27,020 20,927 

VII. Parking 
Auto 30 10,980 9,900 
RV 8 3,648 3,360 
Bus 3 1,584 1,476 

Total Sq. Ft. 16,212 14,736 
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The Spaces 
Main Entry 

A form creating a chamber for passage and direction from the outer space and the interior 
parts of the musuem. 

Exhibition Space/Gallery 

A space or series of spaces devoted to the display/presentation of sports memorabilia 
and other items of historic significance to the sports heritage. 

Dining Area 

A space in which meals are taken by the public, staff, patron of the museum, and private 
parties during and after museum hours. 

Auditorium 
A space for a theater, entertainment and public and private gatherings during and after 
museum hours. 

Office 
A place for the transaction of business or a set of spaces devoted to the business of the 
museum. 

Garden 
Used as a place for lectures and other functions in good weather. 
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Photographic Survey of Similiar Projects of this Nature and Subject 

A. Staatsgalerie New Building and Workshop Theatre, Stuttgart, Germany. 

Reprinted from James Stirling, Buildings and Projects, by Peter Arnell and Ted Bickford, Published by 
Rizzoli, New York, 1984. 



B. High Museum, Atlanta, Georgia. 
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Reprinted from Richard Meier, Architect, 1964/1984, by Richard Meier, published by 
Rizzoli, New York, c. 1984. 



C. J.F.K. Memorial, Boston, Massachusetts. 
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Reprinted from I.M. Pei: A Profile in American Architecture, by Carter Wiseman, published by 
H.N. Abrams, New York, 1990. 
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D. Wexner Center for the Visual Arts, Columbus, Ohio. 
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Reprinted from Wexner Center for the Visual Arts, by Peter Eisenman, Published by Architectural Design, 
London, 1989. 



Potential Site Evaluation 
1. Rouse & Main 

• S.W. Corner thru to N.W. Corner of Rouse & 
Babcock 

2. Rouse & Mendenhall 
• N.W. Block Parallel to Library 

3. Main & Lindley Park 
• Old Railroad Station, South Side of Main 

4. Main & Broadway 
• North Side of Main, Town Pump thru to Husky 

Gas Station 

A. Criteria 
Considering the expressed nature of the de
mands on the location of this type of facility, a 
system of evaluating different sites against set of 
criteria is needed. 

They are: 
1. Interstate/Vehicular Accessibility 

• The facility should be located near an inter
state interchange to ensure ease of getting 
to the facility for people who travel from the 
surrounding area to use the facility. 

• It should be located close to an arterial or a 
collector street to ensure that the vehicular 
traffic generated by the facility can be ab
sorbed. 

• It should be sited so that it can be found easily 
by people who are unfamiliar with the town. 

2. Historical/Cultural Significance 
• Since Bozeman has a rich heritage and many 

historical treasures, the location of the facility 
should be sensitive to important features 
nearby. 

• The facility could be located at a site near a 
community event to act as a contemporary 
monument to that event. 

3. Proximity to Related Functions 
• Since there are various sporting events held 

in and around the Montana State University 
Campus in Bozeman, it should be reasonably 
close to the campus. 

• Since there are various sports facilities in and 
around the community related to the facility, 
it must be connected conveniently by major 
streets. 

4. Proximity to Hotels, Motels and Entertainment 
• In order to attract funding from the public and 

private sector, the facility should be conve
niently close to the hotels, motels and enter
tainment facilities that would benefit from the 
business generated by out of town tourna
ment goers. 

5. Available Space for Parking 
• There should be sufficient space on the site 

to allow for an appropriate number of parking 
spaces. 

• If there is not room on the site there should be 
the possibility of using existing nearby park
ing spaces on a shared basis. 

6. Subjective Assessment 
• In addition to the five rated criteria, there must 

also be the provision for assessing the 
subjective aspects of individual sites. 

• Consideration will be given to things such as 
views from the site, adjacent land uses, as 
well as general aesthetic and architectural 
development potential. 
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B. Process 
Potential Site Evaluation 
Points: Poor 1 •2*3*4*5 Good 

Elements Site Number 
#1 #2 #3 #4 

Interstate/Vehicular 
Accessibility 2 1 4 5 

Historical/Cultural 
Significance 5 4 3 3 

Proximity to 
Related Functions 3 2 3 3 

Proximity to 
Hotels, Motels, etc. 3 3 3 3 

Parking 3 3 4 4 

Total 16 13 17 18 

Site #2 (13 Points) 
This site has good historical and cultural aspects 
and proximity to hotels, motels and entertain
ment is good. But the main problem with this site 
is that vehicular accessibility and parking is very 
limited. 

Summary of Reasons 
for Choosing the Final Site 
All the sites would be good for the downtown as 
a complement to the business community. But 
site 4 would be best as a gateway image, en
hancing the sense of arrival and contributing to 
the town's overall identity. 

The proximity to the interstate and the motels 
and potential design flexibility weighed heavily in 
the choice. 

Site #4 (18 Points) 
The mixture of views, especially the view of the 
Bridger Mountains, the attractive natural fea
tures and the gateway potential to the downtown 
area make this site very desirable. The size of the 
site would allow a great deal of flexibility in 
organization and parking. 

Site #3 (17 Points) 
While scoring very closely to Site #4 in total 
points, this site does not have the inviting natural 
features and gateway possibilities. Also, the 
aesthetic attributes are poor because of it being 
sandwiched between warehouse buildings. 

Site #1 (16 Points) 
This site is the most historically and culturally 
important of all four sites, and placing the facility 
on this site would create a gateway image to 
downtown. However, parking and accessibility 
would be a real problem. 
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Climate 
Bozeman is located at the base of the western 
slopes of the Bridger Range, at latitude 45°4' and 
longitude 111°03\ and an elevation of 4865' 
above sea level. Bozeman experiences essen
tially a mountain valley climate. Summers are 
generally pleasant and characterized by warm 
days, cool nights and a high percentage of sun
shine. Winters, on the other hand, are relatively 
cold. January tends to be the coldest month, 
having the greatest number of days 0°F or lower. 

100°F 

80°F 

eo°F 

40°F 

20°F 

0°F 
Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 

Temperature Range in Bozeman 

llll. 

The average winter temperature is 25.4°F. On 
the whole, Bozeman's climate is cold, with long 
winters and 8082 heating degree days (base 
65°F). 

Precipitation in the form of rain and snow aver
ages about 18" a year. Average yearly snowfall 
is 83.5". The greatest daily snowfall that has 
occurred is 20."* 

llMHaaHll 
Jan Fab Mar Apr 

Relative Humidity in Bozeman 

Jun Jul Aug Sap Oct Nov Dac 

Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 

Average Snowfall In Inche* in Bozeman 

LBBIIMbbIBIB 
Apr May Jin Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 

Precipitation In Bozeman 

U.S. Department of Commerce, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, Environmental 
Data Service, "Climatological Summary for Bozeman, Montana," 1940-1969. 



• Site Analysis: Diagramming Information for Architectural Design 
Edward T. White -1983 ** % f * "*1$ " 
Architectural Media; Tucson, Arizona 

• Space Adjacency Analysis: Diagramming Information for Architectural Design 
Edward T. White -1986 
Architectural Media; Tucson, Arizona 

• Sun, Wind, and Light: Architectural Design Strategies 
G.Z. Grown -1985 
Illustrations by V. Cartwright 
John Wiley & Sons, New York, New York 

• The Architect's Studio Companion: Technical Guidelines for Preliminary Design 
Edward Allen & Joseph lano -1989 
John Wiley & Sons, New York, New York 

• Time Saver Standards for Building Types, 3rd Edition 
Joseph DeChiara & John Callender -1990 
McGraw-Hill Publishing Company, New York, New York 

• Ramsey/Sleeper: Architectural Graphic Standards, 8th Edition 
The American Institute of Architects -1988 
John Wiley & Sons, New York, New York 

• Gallatin County Historical Society and Pioneer Museum 
317 West Main, Bozeman, Montana 

• Gallatin County Planning Department 
311 West Main, Bozeman, Montana 

• Bozeman Area Chamber of Commerce 
1205 East Main, Bozeman, Montana 

Sources 

• Montana State University Archives 
Montana State University 
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